Emotional communication in primates: implications for
neurobiology
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The social brain hypothesis proposes that large neocortex size
in Homonoids evolved to cope with the increasing demands of
complex group living and greater numbers of interindividual
relationships. Group living requires that individuals
communicate effectively about environmental and internal
events. Recent data have highlighted the complexity of
chimpanzee communication, including graded facial
expressions and referential vocalizations. Among Hominoids,
elaborate facial communication is accompanied by
specializations in brain areas controlling facial movement.
Finally, the evolution of empathy, or emotional awareness,
might have a neural basis in specialized cells in the neocortex,
that is, spindle cells that have been associated with selfconscious emotions, and mirror neurons that have recently
been shown to activate in response to communicative facial
gestures.
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includes significant advances in our understanding of
the signals used by nonhuman primates to communicate
about emotion, how this information is perceived by
group members, and, ultimately, its influence on subsequent behavior and group cohesion. Only recently, however, has enough evidence been accumulated to suggest
that the neural and emotional systems of nonhuman
primates have become specialized to cope with the
increasing demands of complex social organizations and
more elaborate inter-individual relationships. Here, we
provide a brief review of the most recent and important
contributions to the areas of expression production,
expression perception, and the evolution of specialized
neural substrates for understanding emotion within a
social environment.

Emotional communication in nonhuman
primates
Facial expressions and vocalizations are the primary
means for communicating about emotion among primates. Several independent lines of evidence suggest
that the facial expression repertoire of related primate
species, despite highly varied patterns of social organization, is very similar. First, the mimetic facial musculature
that forms the structure of facial expressions is highly
conserved across primates [2]. A recent dissection of
chimpanzee facial muscles revealed an almost identical
anatomy to that of humans [3]. This infers that, with few
exceptions, the facial behaviors of related species are
directly comparable, and this similarity reinforces evolutionary continuity. This approach is important because
the most widely recognized coding system for classifying
human facial behavior is based on identifying the actions
of the underlying mimetic musculature. Therefore, to
directly compare emotional expressions across species,
and increase our understanding of their evolutionary
similarities, it is important to use a common metric
(see Figure 1) [1].

Introduction
Emotion has long been viewed as an important phenomenon underlying animal behavior. Emotion helps to organize physiological, motivational and cognitive systems
that facilitate adaptive responses to aid the survival of
the organism. As such, emotion can be thought of as a
process that facilitates appropriate responding to a wide
range of situations, including predator avoidance, intraand inter-specific aggression, reproduction, child care,
and maintaining stability within social groups. Some
of the most recent advances in our understanding of
emotion in animals, particularly nonhuman primates,
have come from communication research [1]. This
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Second, similar facial expressions have been described in
many different species of nonhuman primates, and some of
these expressions are elicited in similar social contexts,
which is suggestive of, although not evidence for, a common function or meaning that was important in our evolutionary history. Parr et al. [4] recently described the facial
repertoire of the chimpanzee with particular attention to
displays that are highly graded in their intensity and show
features that appear blended across expression categories.
The ability of a species to produce similar expressions and
presumably decode their meaning in such a diverse range
of social contexts highlights their advanced socio-cognitive
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 1

A comparative illustration of facial landmarks in a chimpanzee and a human. These differences in facial morphology affect the function of facial
expressions in changing the appearance of the face.

skills. Moreover, Waller and Dunbar [5] have demonstrated that two seemingly different facial displays in
chimpanzees, the silent bared-teeth face (i.e. fear grin)
and relaxed open mouth face (i.e. play face), have similar
social functions in increasing rates of affinitive behavior
between individuals. Authors have long argued that these
signals might be homologous with smiling and laughing,
respectively, which have similar social bonding functions
in humans (Figure 2; [6,7]). Thus, the use and comprehension of facial signals, such as those described above, might
have played a crucial role in the formation of long-lasting
and complex social relationships in our early Homonoid
ancestors, and perhaps among far more distant relatives
[8]. The fact that their muscular basis is also similar
strongly supports the argument that many facial expressions among closely related species are indeed homologous, including important expressions in chimpanzees and
humans.

living in complex social groups must also possess welldeveloped emotion processing skills, as they must be able
to interpret the different meanings associated with similar
facial displays used in different emotional contexts [4].
This assumption need not imply that these signals are
predictive of specific basic emotions, as has been argued
for human facial expressions [9], but at a minimum they
should reflect a general motivation and/or tendency of the
organism to engage in a series of actions given a set of
social and environment conditions [10]. Additionally, the
signals must be easy to recognize and discriminate from
other signals and/or noise in the environment, or their
information content and predictive value will be lost.
Historically, some researchers have suggested that the
communicative repertoire of chimpanzees is too graded to
provide unambiguous, or even referential, information as
has been described for some monkey species [11–13].
Figure 2

Perception of emotion expressions
If communicative signaling is additionally influenced by
emotional state, it is a reasonable assumption that species
Glossary
Social Brain Hypothesis: This hypothesis states that relative brain
size has increased in the primate order as a result of the selection
pressures to solve the problems associated with living in social
groups.
Fission-fusion society: Social groups of individuals composed of
smaller groups that fission (split off from the main group) and fuse
(rejoin) in line with social and ecological conditions.
Homologous trait: Similarity in a structure or behavior that can be
attributed to a common ancestor, compared with an analogous trait
that is similar in form but not due to common descent.
Theory of mind: The ability to attribute mental states, that is,
thoughts, intuitions, drives, to others and to reflect on one’s own
mental state.
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Two chimpanzee facial expressions believed to be homologous with
human expressions. The left figure shows the relaxed open mouth face,
or play face, believed homologous with laughter and the right figure
shows the silent bared-teeth display, believed to be homologous with
the human smile. These expressions are shown in the same young
female chimpanzee.
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However, others have argued that if the signals could be
deciphered reliably based on structure and context, or if
they were to occur in context-specific combination, the
result would be that graded signals could provide additional information resulting, ultimately, in a richer and
more diverse communication system than is possible from
referential communication alone [4,14,15]. In fact, several recent studies have described acoustic differences
between calls made by wild chimpanzees depending on
their social role and/or context of use, suggesting not only
a referential nature but a rich source of information about
emotion [16,17]. Moreover, the multimodal components of chimpanzee facial signals, such as the auditory
and visual components of expressions, do not necessarily
provide additive or redundant information [18]. Thus,
the context in which the signals are produced, the identity
of the caller and the specific features of the visual and
auditory components appear to interact in nonredundant
ways, which is suggestive of a complex communication
system [19].

Neural specializations for emotional
communication?
Dunbar [20,21] proposed a provocative, but testable,
theory ‘The Social Brain Hypothesis’ (see glossary) to
explain the relationship between large brain size and
complex societies among Homonoids. The hypothesis
proposes that large neocortex volume and superior
socio-cognitive skills co-evolved to deal effectively with
the increasing demands stemming from large and complex social groups, and, more specifically, the increased
number of individual relationships that one can sustain
[21]. A large brain to body ratio, such as that present in
chimpanzees and humans, equaled better cognitive processing speed, an ability to keep track of many individuals
at once, including a large number of personal relationships, and advanced memory for social events over long
periods of time. Dunbar [20] has specifically implicated
language functions in human societies as crucial for social
cohesion, yet nonverbal, emotional communication has
also been implicated in social bonding [5,22]. In fact,
the part of the brain that shows the strongest relationship
with group complexity is the newer region of the neocortex, not phylogenetically older regions such as the
amygdala or areas of visual cortex [23]. Moreover, it
has recently been suggested that maintaining group cohesion in species such as the chimpanzee, that live in a
fission-fusion society (see glossary) characterized by temporal and geographical distance, is far more demanding in
terms of computational and cognitive load than a group
that preserves a constant grouping structure, as is found in
Cercopithecines [24].
There are two neuroanatomical routes to facial movement: first, a route through the facial nucleus in the pons
of the brainstem, which regulates spontaneous, or emotional, facial movement; second, voluntary movements
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can be produced through activity in the facial representation area of the motor cortex. There is recent evidence
linking the evolution of facial expressions and elaboration
of the facial musculature to each of these particular brain
regions [25,26]. The volume of the facial nucleus, for
example, was larger than would be predicted based on
standard phylogenetic regression in great apes and
humans, again suggesting greater spontaneous or emotional control of the facial musculature in Homonoids
compared to that in other primate species [26]. Moreover, Sherwood et al. [25,26] have observed phylogenetic differences in the organization of neurons enriched
with neurofilament protein in the primary motor cortex
among nonhuman primates. Species with more elaboration in the mimetic facial muscles and greater repertoire
of facial expressions, such as great apes and humans,
showed a greater density of these neurons that might
contribute to greater dexterity and more voluntary control
of the facial region [25]. Thus, there appears to be a
phylogenetic relationship between facial expression repertoire and specializations in the neural control of facial
movement. This is important for the social brain hypothesis in that the evolution of neural specializations controlling complex facial movements might have received
increased selective pressure in our closest ancestors.
The evolution of greater flexibility in emotional communications with an underlying neural basis, such as those
described above, might have played an important role in
the evolution of socially derived emotions, or self-conscious emotions, such as guilt, shame, pride and embarrassment. These emotions are considered to be unique
human specializations because they require some degree
of social awareness, such as theory of mind (see glossary),
that enables an understanding of how one’s actions are
perceived by others. At its most basic level, this type of
awareness is mostly unconscious and occurs as a form of
emotional contagion, or basic form of empathy, that
results simply from watching the behavior of others
(for an evolutionary account see Preston and de Waal
[27]). This type of emotional awareness functions to
coordinate activity among group members, facilitate
social cohesion and motivate conciliatory tendencies,
and is likely to play a key role in coordinating social
behaviors in large-brained social primates, such as Homonoids. There is evidence in the animal world for contagious yawning, scratching and emotional behavior,
including play and aggression [28–30].
A neural substrate for this process might occur in the form
of mirror neurons, which have been anointed by some as a
neural basis underlying empathy [27]. Mirror neurons are
located in the prefrontal cortex and respond not only to
actions performed by an individual but also when that
individual watches the same action performed by others.
This extends to passive viewing of facial expressions,
such as lip smacking, which selectively activates premotor
www.sciencedirect.com
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areas on the right side of the brain, leading researchers to
suppose that empathy is based on a motoric representation of action and expression [31,32]. Therefore, as
opposed to responding exclusively to motor movements
involving the hand, mirror neurons have selective properties for facial movement. Finally, self-conscious emotions
are often linked to specific activation in the anterior
cingulate cortex. This region contains a special class of
neurons referred to as ‘spindle cells’, or ‘Von Economo
neurons’ [33]. The density of these cells is greatest in
humans, but they are also prevalent in the great apes —
bonobos, chimpanzees, gorillas and orangutans, but not in
monkeys [34]. Although the exact function of these
neurons is not known, their recent phylogenetic emergence and their location in the prefrontal cortex strongly
supports their involvement in social bonding, decision
formation, and social emotions [33]. There is also evidence that the volume of the anterior cingulate cortex
that contains Von Economo neurons is reduced, and their
precise neuroanatomical location is abnormal in autistic
individuals. This finding, although tentative, supports the
described function of these neurons, as autism is characterized by impaired social communication and lack of
empathy [33].

Conclusions
Accumulating evidence now suggests that the increased
cognitive demands from complex group living, particularly
the number of individual relationships, might have been a
driving force behind the evolution of neural specializations
for socio-emotional communication in primates. Specifically, Hominoids possess more elaborate control of their
facial movements, greater number and complexity of facial
expressions and perhaps even a neural basis for emotional
representation and comprehension in the form of mirror
neurons and spindle cells. The next few years have the
potential to reveal many more behavioral and neural
specializations as our understanding of social cognition
in Hominoid species becomes clearer. One important
direction for future research is to investigate the relationship between facial expressions and emotion. Although it
is clear that the production of facial expressions is associated with predictable behavioral outcomes, little is
known about whether nonhuman primates attribute an
emotional disposition to individuals who produce these
expressions. Such a question has important implications
for the evolution of theory-of-mind, the ability to attribute
mental states to others. Theory of mind is thought to be a
unique human specialization but it might have an evolutionary precursor in basic empathy, the ability to understand the emotional states of others, which unlike mental
states, can be understood through observable behavior,
that is, facial expressions.
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